
 Pit fire basics 
What clay to use? I think white clay works best just because it provides a blank canvas for the 
atmospheric effects. I like porcelain for it’s burnish-ability, but I always try a variety of clay bodies & keep 
track by stamping a code directly onto each piece. 

What to make? Pit fired wares are non-vitreous & nonfunctional. I like to throw bottles and closed forms 
because they are strong & are easy to burnish. I make at least 10 small pieces for each firing, that way I 
can spread my work around the pit and record the diverse atmospheric effects based on the active 
chemicals. 

What is terra sigilatta? Aka sig, is a thin particle slip solution that I paint on my pieces (3 coats) when 
they are beyond leather hard. The sig creates a smooth, receptive surface that intensifies the effects in 
the pit fire. Oxides or stains can be added to the sig but may obscure effects. Recipe on back.

Why add copper carbonate? Copper carbonate is extremely effective at low firing temperatures & in the 
reducing atmosphere of the pit fire it produces deep dark pinkie-reds. Terra sig is a great vehicle for 
introducing copper carb. but since it is a soluble oxide it’s not something I like to handle (let alone sprinkle 
around the pit) so, I use latex gloves to handle ware as I’m burnishing. Not to mention, the surface 
becomes so sensitive to recording information that I have left very visible finger prints on the finished 
ware. Add roughly 1 Tbsp. CuC03 to 8 oz. of sig. 

What is burnishing? Burnishing, or polishing the surface of the clay can be done with a polished stone, 
a spoon, a piece of plastic, under the right circumstances I can burnish with my fingers. The dryness of 
your clay dictates which particular burnishing method you use. I like to burnish with a polished stone, but 
the clay must be dry enough not to remove the terra sig but wet enough to compress and polish. I like to 
make a nest of all my green sigged pots so that when they are ready, I burnish. If they are too wet, I wrap 
them in a piece of old sheet & then plastic- this helps me regulate drying time especially when things get 
backed up. You can also wait until the ware is bone dry, apply sig & burnish with thin plastic… effective, 
but not as gratifying in my opinion.

Why bisque fire? Temperatures during a pit firing are difficult to control, the main reason I bisque is to 
increase the chances of survival. I’ve tried greenware in the pit, but lost a lot to thermal shock. By bisqing 
a mid to high range clay body, the body remains porous & the surface very accepting to the effects of this 
atmosphere. 

What does wrapping do? The materials, or chemicals in and around the pit produce the most desirable 
effects when they team up, so having a couple heavy hitters in close proximity is a good thing. I use 
newspaper to bundle things around my pieces. Salt, sawdust & copper carb seem to be responsible for a 
lot of activity. You can simulate seaweed by soaking raffia (or other absorptive materials) in salt. The faux 
seaweed should be dried before it is used. I will even soak my bisque ware in salt, but it’s important to let 
it dry out completely before firing them in the pit. Copper wire flashes black wherever it touches the clay 
surface and a copper scouring pad wrapped tight around the ware will produce an interesting mark. You 
can use twine, egg shells, feathers, banana peels… anything that you can think of that might possibly 
have some effect. Whatever you do, take notes. 

Can I do any surface work at the firing? You can remove your work from the fire and carefully place 
horse hair or a feather onto your piece. They leave a black carbon imprint on the surface. I have seen 
ferric chloride sprayed onto the surface, but prefer not to bring such toxic chemicals to the beach.

Do I need to wax? After the pieces are gently cleaned, a coat or two of wax is nice, but not necessary. I 
like mink oil for it’s subtle sheen but you can use basically anything.



Terra Sigilatta

5 cups dry clay (I use OM4) 

1 gallon hot water

1 1/2 tsp sodium silicate (or 2 tsp. soda ash)

Mix clay & water, add sodium silicate & blend.Let stand for 20 hours.  
3 layers will appear. Siphon off top 2 layers into a separate container, let stand for 20 hours.  
Siphon off top layer(s) & keep all but the clay at the bottom.  
Should be the consistency of skim milk.


